Abstract
Introduction
Several different preprocessing techniques both for optical character recognition (OCR) and on-line character recognition (OLCR) have been developed during the last decades. Robust preprocessigg has great influence on subsequent processing (recognition and postprocessing) and the recognition rate. While in OCR the preprocessing is usually based on static. bitmaps (scanned text), in OLCR the dynamic writing inforrnation, i.e. the temporal ordering of sampled data points, can be recorded and used for recognition. But if coordinates are observed only as a function of time, the spatial context and proximity of the strokes of characters is distorted or lost.
In this paper we propose an input representation for on-line cursive handwriting, which benefits both from the advantages of static bitmaps used in OCR and Carnegie Mellon University School of Computer Science Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890, USA the dynamic writing information available in OLCR.
In this input representation charaders and words are represented as a temporal sequence of so called context bitmaps, which are basically low resolution descriptions of the coordinate's neighborhood. By using this sequence of context bitmaps as input representation for our connectionist recognizer [l] both the temporal information and the spatial context is preserved and no important information is lost. We compare this input representation to an representation, which considers for each coordinate only a small temporal context, i.e. for each coordinate a set of local features is calculated, which describe the curvature, writing direction, pressure, speed, and position in this coordinate [ 3 ] .
The following two sections describe the complete preprocessing consisting of normalization and feature extraction, followed by a short description of the connectionist recognizer, in which this input representation is used (section 4). Recognition results both for different single character recognition tasks and cursive handwriting recognition tasks with vocabulary sizes up to 20000 words are presented in swtion 5.
Normalization
Normalization is performed to remove variability occurring in the raw coordinate sequence. To cornpensate for different sampling rates, varying writing speeds of different writers, and of a single writer within a single word or character, the coordinate sequence is resampled from temporal equidistance to spatial equidistance. Then the resampled coordinate sequence is smoothed, using a moving average window, which mainly removes sampling noise. Finally a two stage baseline correction is performed, using a linear regression through all data points to get a rough baseline correction and a linear regression through all local minima of the curvature for a final correction [7] .
The second step of our preprocessing is the extraction of features along the pen trajectory yielding a sequence of time-ordered feature vectors, preserving the dynamic writing information. The basic idea of our feature extrackion is to refer to low level topological features of the trajectory only and leave the extraction of high level features to the connectionist recognizer. First we started with a set of strictly local features similar to those in [ 3 , 21. Each time frame consisted of information on the pen position (x, y coordinates), directional features ( 6 2 , Sy), curvature, speed and pen-up/pen-down indicator. But an inspection of the confusion matrices of networks trained on these features revealed significant problems in discriniinating between cursive letters like "a" and " U " or "g" and " y " , whic,h look very similar and differ only in small regions of the characters (see figure 1 for examples).
These problems arise due to the fact that the features are strictly loc,al, which means that they are local both in space and time. Therefore they are inadequate for rnodeling temporal long range c,ontext dependencies occurring in the pen trajectory.
The basis for the new set of features we use now is a bitmap representation of the digitizer input. After normalizing the input we map the sequence of points IJnlike the setting of optical character recognition, where bitmaps are the only source of information, we also have the temporal sequence of the points. The idea is to combine these two sources in the following way: Assume (zt, y t ) falls into bitmap pixel (i, j ) . Another way of interpreting these context bitmaps is to view at them as low resolution long term memory. They seem to be appropriate for modeling temporal long range and spatial short range phenomena as observed in pen trajectories. Compared to the set of strictly local features we achieved a 50% error reduction by using the new feature set.
Using context bitmaps in a connectionist recognizer
The input representation described in this paper is used in a connec,tionist recognizer El], which is well suited for handling temporal sequences of patterns as provided by this kind of input representation. This recognizer, a Multi-State Time Delay Neural Network (MS-TDNN) [4] , integrates the segmentation and recognition of words in a single framework. The MS-TDNN architecture, which was originally proposed for continuous speech recognition tasks [4, 51, combines shift invariant high accuracy pattern recognition capabilities of a TDNN [6] with a non-linear time alignment procedure (dynamic time warping) for aligning strokes into character sequences.
Experiments and results
We have tested the proposed input representation both on single character and cursive (continuous) handwriting recognition tasks using the MS-TDNN architecture. The handwriting databases used for training and testing of the MS-TDNN were collected at the irisin-4OO-b, ins7n-1000, insm-10000, and 7nsin20000 are c.ompletely different frorn the vocabulary the network was trained on and were selected randomly from the Wall Street Journal vocabulary.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have proposed an input representation, which combines dynamic writing information with context bitmaps for achieving high recognition performance using a connec,tionist recognizer. This inpiit, representation has been shown to be appropriate for modeling temporal long range and spatial short range phenomena typically observed in pen trajectories. It is superior to other representations, which consider only coordinates as a function of time (see table 1 ). IJsing the input representation in conjunction with the MS-TDNN architecture, we can achieve high recognition performances both on single character and cursive handwriting tasks.
Work is in progress to improve the baseline correction and height normalization and to add a slant correction [7] . Currently we are investigating, if the 3 x 3 context bitmaps should be replaced by 5 x 5 context bitmaps and reducing the number of input features by using a principal component analysis. Work is also in progress to apply our recognition system to larger writer independent handwriting tasks with vocabulary sizes up to 25000 words.
